We apply a recently developed semiclassical theory of short periodic orbits to the continuously open quantum tribaker map. In this paradigmatic system the trajectories are partially bounced back according to continuous reflectivity functions. This is relevant in many situations that include optical microresonators and more complicated boundary conditions. In a perturbative regime, the shortest periodic orbits belonging to the classical repeller of the open map -a cantor set given by a region of exactly zero reflectivity -prove to be extremely robust in supporting a set of long-lived resonances of the continuously open quantum maps. Moreover, for step like functions a significant reduction in the number needed is obtained, similarly to the completely open situation. This happens despite a strong change in the spectral properties when compared to the discontinuous reflectivity case.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In many experimental situations like in the case of optical cavities [1] [2] [3] , the knowledge of properties of an open system becomes crucial. This is also a very interesting theoretical problem, even from a pure mathematical point of view [4] . At the classical level, these situations are usually modeled by eliminating all the trajectories that arrive at a given region of phase space (the opening) giving rise to a fractal invariant set, the repeller. The quantum analogues of these systems are characterized by a set of resonances and the number of long-lived states scales with the Planck constant as −d/2 , where d + 1 is the fractal dimension of the classical repeller. This is the so called fractal Weyl law [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, the reflection mechanisms at the boundaries are usually more complicated than this complete opening. The first step in order to understand these mechanisms is considering a constant reflectivity R, meaning that the classical trajectories arriving to the opening are partially reflected. In these cases we have a multifractal behaviour [9] and the usual fractal Weyl law needs to be non trivially modified. This has been done for the case of maps [10] , which are very suitable models for more complicated systems.
There is another point of view to study this problem which is based on the semiclassical theory of short periodic orbits (POs) for open quantum maps [11] . The shortest POs contained in the classical repeller are used * E-mail address: carlo@tandar.cnea.gov.ar to construct a basis set of scar functions which expands the quantum repeller and is suitable to express the quantum non-unitary operators [12] [13] [14] . Recently, we have extended the short POs theory to partially open quantum maps where a fraction of the quantum probability is reflected [15] .
The next step for a better understanding of the properties derived from more realistic reflection mechanisms at the boundary [1] is to consider a reflectivity function. In this paper we apply our semiclassical theory to a continuously open tribaker map. Although we will drop the word "partially" from here on in order to simplify the notation, this is obviously a particular case of a partially open map. We take into account a step function of the Fermi-Dirac kind in order to smooth the boundaries of the opening, and a sinusoidal function which provides with a more generic profile. We have found strong changes in the spectral behaviour with respect to the discontinuous openings. Despite this, the shortest POs belonging to the classical repeller (corresponding to the fully open scenario) explain the main properties of these maps, in a perturbative regime. Moreover, in the step function case there is still a significant reduction in the number of POs needed for the semiclassical calculations. This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we make a brief description of our semiclassical approach and also define the system used, i.e. the classical and quantum continuously open tribaker map. In Sec. III we apply the short POs theory and discuss the results. Our conclusions are presented in Sec. IV arXiv:1711.03852v1 [quant-ph] 8 Nov 2017
II. CONTINUOUSLY OPEN MAPS
Classical and quantum chaos have benefited from the study of maps, which capture all the essential properties of more complicated dynamical systems [16] [17] [18] . Open maps are transformations of the 2-torus where trajectories disappear when they reach an open region in the bidimensional phase-space. The intersection of the forward and backwards trapped sets (trajectories that do not escape either in the past or in the future) form the repeller, an invariant of fractal dimension. Partially open maps are those in which the opening does not absorb all the trajectories that arrive at it, but reflects back a certain amount. Previously [15] , we have investigated a constant function given by a reflectivity R ∈ [0 : 1]. Here, we consider two different functions of the phase space, F R (q, p), where now R is a parameter that performs the transition between the minimum amount of reflection R = 0 (which is not the completely open case) and the closed system (R = 1). This is intended to capture the general properties of optical microcavities and more complicated boundary conditions.
Multifractality manifests itself through a measure that now is not uniformly distributed on the repeller. In each phase space region X i , this measure depends on the average intensity I t when t → ∞ of a number N ic of random initial conditions taken inside X i . The initial intensity is I 0 = 1 for each trajectory, and changes to I t+1 = F R (q, p)I t each time it hits the opening. The finite time measure for X i is given by µ To quantize a map we impose boundary conditions for both the position and momentum representations by taking q + 1|ψ = e i2πχq q|ψ , and p + 1|ψ = e i2πχp p|ψ , with χ q , χ p ∈ [0, 1). In a Hilbert space of finite dimension N = (2π ) −1 , the semiclassical limit corresponds to N → ∞, and the propagator is given by a N × N matrix. Position and momentum eigenstates are given by |q j = |(j + χ q )/N and |p j = |(j + χ p )/N with j ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. A discrete Fourier transform gives
). The opening (we take a strip parallel to the p axis) is quantized as a projection operator P on its complement, so the open map is of the general form U = P U P , where U is the propagator for the closed one. Here we take an opening function so the projector becomes √ F R × 1 1, where the identity has the dimension of the escape region. This map has N right eigenvectors |Ψ 
A. Semiclassical theory
We have recently developed a semiclassical theory [15] that can be directly applied to obtain the resonances of continuously open maps by means of their shortest POs. We now give a brief description of the main details. Let γ be a PO of fundamental period L that belongs to a continuously open map. We can define coherent states |q j , p j associated to each point of the orbit. We then construct a linear combination with them:
where m ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1} and θ j = j l=0 S l . In this expression S l is the action acquired by the lth coherent state in one step of the map. The total action is θ L ≡ S γ and A 
and
) is chosen in such a way that ψ [12] are the linear combination of the scar functions of the basis using the eigenvector's coefficients.
B. The tribaker map
All calculations are preformed on the tribaker map
This is an area-preserving, uniformly hyperbolic, piecewise-linear and invertible map with Lyapunov exponent λ = ln 3. The opening region is the domain 1/3 < q < 2/3 of the reflectivity function F R . We use two kinds of functions, in the first place we consider F R (q, p) = (1 − R)/(1 + exp(−A(q − B))) + R for q > 1/2 and F R (q, p) = (1 − R)/(1 + exp(−A((1 − q) − B))) + R for q < 1/2, which is a step function of the Fermi-Dirac kind. We take A = 120 and B = 0.63 which corresponds to approximately a value 1 at q = 1/3 and q = 2/3 and a bottom at R in the middle of the opening region. This function aims to smoothing the transition between the closed and the open regions of the phase space, but retaining at the same time some of the properties of the discontinuous case, like the flat bottom and the quick drop in reflectivity. The other function is given by F R (q, p) = ((1 − R) cos(6πq) + (1 + R))/2, which is essentially a sinusoid that matches a value 1 at the boundaries of the opening and a minimum given by R. This function is intended to capture the main properties of optical setups like in microlasers experiments.
The quantum version uses the discrete Fourier transform G 1/2,1/2 N with antiperiodic boundary conditions (χ q = χ p = 1/2) to preserve time reversal and parity. In position representation the tribaker map is given by [19, 20] 
with
The continuously open quantum tribaker map is then given by means of the operator
applied to Eq. (5) in such a way to preserve the original symmetries, Figure 1 shows the finite time continuous repeller µ t,i at time t = 10. In the upper panels the step reflectivity is represented, while in the lower ones we find the sinusoidal case. In the left column R = 0.01, and in the right one R = 0.1.
III. RESULTS
In order to characterize the spectral behaviour of continuously open maps we have evaluated the local dimen- the number of resonances satisfying |z j | > ν c , and we have chosen N = 3 5 and N = 3 9 . This is a convenient quantity that looks into the details of the spectral scaling behaviour [10] . We show the results in Fig. 2 for R = 0, R = 0.001, R = 0.01, and R = 0.1 (see caption for details). It is clear that the marked oscillatory behaviour typical of the discontinuous opening [10] is almost completely absent in our cases. This seems to be valid even for the lowest R values and in the large N limit. This strong change in the spectral features suggests that the resonances follow a different kind of Weyl law (a different regime, at least). Nevertheless, there is a small portion of them above a given ν c that approximately follows a scaling ruled by the dimension of the repeller. For N = 3 5 , we take ν c = 0.81 for the step reflectivity case and ν c = 0.91 for the sinusoidal case.
Next, we apply the semiclassical theory to construct an approximation to the continuously open quantum tribaker map for N = 3 5 , several values of R, and considering POs up to period L = 7. A convenient quantum phase space representation can be obtained by means of the symmetrical operatorĥ j [11] associated to the right |Ψ R j and left Ψ L j | long-lived semiclassical eigenstates, which are related to the eigenvalue z j .
We sum the first j of these projectors [14] (corresponding to the eigenvalues with the greatest moduli, |z j | |z j | 9 . Thinner lines represent the sinusoidal opening and the thicker ones the step opening. By using darker to lighter shades of gray (red, orange, green and yellow) we display the cases with R = 0, R = 0.001, R = 0.01, and R = 0.1. The black horizontal line stands for the fractal dimension of the repeller (i.e. ln(2)/ ln(3)).
Their phase space representation by means of coherent states |q, p is given by
This is the semiclassical quantum continuous repeller Q sc νc . In Fig. 3 we show the Q sc νc obtained by using just the POs belonging to the repeller. The upper panels correspond to the step reflectivity function and the lower ones to the sinusoidal case. In the left column we have taken R = 0.01, while in the right one R = 0.1. The overlaps between these normalized distributions with Finally, and in order to examine the details of these quantum continuous repellers, we calculate the performance P [14] , defined as the fraction of long-lived eigenvalues semiclassically reproduced within an error given by = (Re(z ex i ) − Re(z sc i )) 2 + (Im(z ex i ) − Im(z sc i )) 2 . In the latter expression z ex i and z sc i are the exact eigenvalues and those given by the semiclassical theory, respectively. We only consider the eigenvalues with modulus greater than ν c . We calculate the number of scar functions N SF as a fraction of N that are needed in order to obtain as many semiclassical eigenvalues inside the = 0.001 vicinity of the corresponding exact ones in order to reach P ≥ 0.8. The fraction N SF /N is a measure of the morphology of the quantum continuous repeller. In fact, the larger this number the more interconnected the POs belonging to the open repeller are. In this sense, it quantifies the departure from the completely open case.
In Fig. 4 we show the fraction N SF /N needed to reach P ≥ 0. sidering these POs, underlining the fact that the main role is played by the repeller. It is also clear from Fig.  4 that the step reflectivity function is able to keep the reduction in the number of POs needed that is typical in the discontinuous openings [15] . This is not the case for the sinusoidal function, though the spectral behaviour seems to be qualitatively similar in the sense that only small oscillations coming form the multifractal sampling are present [10] . It is interesting to notice that there is no important change that can be appreciated either in the classical and quantum continuous repellers or in the d loc behaviour, between R = 0.01 and R = 0.1 in the sinusoidal opening; on the other hand the step opening shows clear differences.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have applied the recently developed short POs theory for partially open quantum maps to the case where the reflectivity function is continuous on the phase space.
This situation is relevant for actual experiments with microresonators like those used to produce microlasers [3] . In particular, recent developments in this area show that boundary conditions can be highly non trivial [1] , and this of course impacts on many properties.
By considering a Fermi-Dirac type step function we have tried to capture the essential features of continuity vs. discontinuity, smoothing the sharp borders at the opening. On the other hand, we have also used a sinusoidal function that models more generic situations. A parameter R allows us to control the degree of reflectivity by determining the bottom of these functions. In both cases the spectral properties change with respect to the discontinuous opening. The typical strong oscillations in the scaling of the number of resonances as a function of the eigenvalue moduli above a given threshold ν c are almost completely lost, even for the lowest values of the parameter R. This suggest that a different Weyl law (or regime) should be investigated for these cases.
Nevertheless and quite surprisingly, our semiclassical theory revealed that the role played by the shortest POs that belong to the completely open repeller is very robust, at least for R < 0.1 and N = 3 5 , where we have made our calculations. These orbits give the fundamental structure on which the quantum continuous repeller is constructed. This is underlined by the fact that including a few POs outside of it does not significantly change the picture. Moreover, in the case of the step opening we are able to use a relatively small amount of POs inside the perturbative region. These findings could lead to new experiments in order to detect this structure, and also to optimize the cavity design. In the future we plan to use this new insight on the morphology of the eigenfunctions to find the scaling of the spectra and the reasons behind it.
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